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ABOUT US 

We are a dynamic, innovative, design and manufacturing company - specializing in 

creating retail displays for your products. Our displays enable your products to gain 

maximum exposure in stores and capitalize your products' sales! 

Over 70% of purchasing decisions are made in stores - our approach let's you gain more 

of the influence at the POINT OF PURCHASE, creating additional sales! 

We streamline the supply process with all in-house expertise in retail design, display 

manufacturing and implementation for great brands! Our team is driven to convey 

the cutting edge in retail displays, while showcasing our clients' brands in stores! 

We strive to develop long-term relationships with our clients, by offering competitive 

pricing, exceptional service and quality products! 
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WHAT WEDO 

CONCEPT DESIGN 

Our talented design department will 
bring your product's vision to life! 
At no additional cost, we will render 
a realistic representation of your 
products in stores! 

DELIVERY/ 

IMPLEMENTATION 

After you stands have been 
packaged/ wrapped, we deliver 
it to your premises, warehouse, 
or store via local delivery or our 
courier partners. 
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PROTOTYPE 

Once the concept and quotation 
has been approved, we will 
(if required) manufacture 
a prototype. 

PRODUCTION/ 

MANUFACTURE 

Our facility is capable of 
manufacturing a prototype 
(at additional cost) for you perusal. 



WHAT WE USE 

Mild Steel Wire 

WHY US 

Turnkey Supplier 

All our processes are 

in-house. From 

concept design and 

3D renderings, through 

manufacturing to 

packaging. We are 

dedicated to taking 

the hassle out of 

your product 

Registered Exporter 

We are certified 

international supplier 

to clients across 

sub-saharan Africa, 

Europe, North & South 

America and Australia. 
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Plastic 

Over 500 Local clients 
&Growing 

As the display 

provider of choice 

for a large and 

diverse client base, 

we are specialists in 

our industry. 

Cardboard 

Product Tracking 

Each Display can be 

tracked to ensure the 

quality of 

manufacturing and 

finishes. 



light weight 
• 
easy to 

assemble 
durable 



950MM GENERIC UNIT 

GENERIC UNITS HEIGHT: 

21G950BH 2.1M 

18G950BH 1.8M 

15G950BH 1.SM 

12G950BH 1.26M 

INFG950 300MM INFILL PANEL 

CLEAR PRICE STRIPS: 

GCLPRCST914 CLEAR PRICE STRIP 914MM X 33MM 

GCLPRCST15 CLEAR PRICE STRIP 1500MM X 33MM 

GCLPRCST45 CLEAR PRICE STRIP 914MM X 45MM 

HOOK LOCKS: 

GMAGH S0MM MAGNETIC HOOK LOCKS 

GENERIC HOOK BARS 950MM WIDE: 

GSQHBE52 GENERIC SQ HOOK BAR (E52) 914MM 

GSQHBSTR SQ HOOK BAR PRICE STRIP 

GBLKHBE52 SLIDING CHANNEL HOOK BAR (E52) 

914MM X 300MM 

GBLKHBE52 BULK HOOK BAR (E52) 914MM X 300MM 

GENERIC WIRE BASKETS 950MM WIDE: 

GBASKE52ST GENERIC STRAIGHT BASKET E52 (380MM) 

Colours Available: 

Standard: • Q 

Other: • • • • 

PATENT NUMBER 

2015/08653 

_..,.. ...... c_-__:-_-_:-_-_-_-_-_-_-------
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Other sizes on request: 

650 (W) 

450 (W) 



BUBBLE HEADER 230MM 

GHB230 (BUBBLE) 

E52 CURVED HEADER 300MM 

GHFICU300 (CURVED) 

SLANTED FLAT INSERT 
HEADER FRAME 300MM 

GHFICU300 (FLAT) 

E52 FLAT HEADER 300MM 

GHFICU300 (FLAT) 
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SLANTED BUBBLE INSERT 
HEADER FRAME 300MM 

GHFICU300 (BUBBLE) 

E52 BUBBLE 
HEADER 300MM 

GHFICU300 (FLAT) 



3D CUT HEADER 330MM 

GHB300C 

STRAIGHT WIRE SHELF 

GBASKE52ST 

STRAIGHT FLAT DIVIDER BIN 

GSTBIN 

PAINT BRUSH ROLLER RACK 

WITH PRICE TAG HOLDER 

CUSTOM 

SLANTED FLUORESCENT 

HEADER 300MM 

GHFSLL300 

STRAIGHT FLAT DIVIDER BIN 

WITH CLEAR FRONT 

GASTBIN 

BULK HOOK BAR 

GBLKHBES2 

FLAT SHELF WITH WIRE FRONT 

GSHLFW380 
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OUR CUSTOM 

FLUORESCENT HEADER 

CUSTOM 

SLANTED DIVIDER BIN 

GSLBIN 

ADJUSTABLE SQUARE HOOK BAR 

GSQHBE52 

FLAT SHELF 380MM/450MM 

GFLSHLF380 



ADDITIONAL GENERIC ITEMS 

BASE CUTS 

A NO-COST EXTRA: 

Cut your logo or name 

into the base of your 

stands! 

BROCHURE HOLDER 

You can also educate your 

customers more adding a 

brochure attachment to your 

generic unit to motivate sales 

and word of mouth. 

MAGNETIC HOLDERS 

Magnetic flexi grips are 

great to add branding to 

metal surfaces. 

PLASTIC WOBBLERS 

When it comes to end of 

range, special offers or 

promotional deals our 

wobblers will make your 

product stand out from 

the rest! 
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AISLE BLADES 

A double sided UV print always 

catches the eye of your customers 

for promotions or end of range 

products. Clip the bracket into 

the slots. Easy as that! 

LED STRIPS 

Want to make your stand 

look more vibrant? add LED 

strips to your shelves to 

make your products be the 

talk of the store! 



GENERIC UNIT VARIATIONS 

Standard Generic Stand 

with a bubble header, 

3x perforated panels, 

digital print header, name 

or brand cut into base 

and 30x double/button 

perforated hooks. 

........ ,. ....... 
( I '{ I 

Standard Generic Stand 

with curved header 

& print, name/brand cut 

into base, 4x slanted bin 

as per clients' request 

(adjustable) and 4x 

adjusters. (Dividers on 

request) 

Standard Generic Stand 

with additional slanted 

header attachment, 

printed header, 

3x perforated panels and 

name or brand cut into 

base. Additional 

accessories are available. 

Standard Generic Stand 

with additional curved 

header, 3x perforated 

panels, header attachment 

2mm ABS side panels 

and header prints for 

better brand exposure. 

Additional accessories 

are available. 
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Standard Generic 1.SM 

panel stand with 2x 

panels, name or brand 

cut into the base and 

25x single peg perforated 

hooks. Additional 

accessories are available. 

Heavy Duty Generic 

Stand includes a pop 

out header with a 

fluorescent light, 

3x perforated panels, 

1 x flat shelf (adjustable), 

300mm (H) sheeting 

base and 4x adjusters. 

Standard Generic Stand 

with bubble header & 

print, name/brand cut into 

base, 3x flat shelves 

(adjustable), perforated 

back for hooks & 

slots for shelves. 

The Generic units 

are versatile enough 

to display a variety of 

products. 



GENERIC UNIT VARIATIONS 

Standard Generic Stand 

with a slanted bubble 

header & print, name or 

brand cut into base, 3x 

perforated panels & slot 

shelves, 2x punched side 

panels, 2x punched 

shelves, 1 x top bin with 

fixed dividers and 

4x adjusters. 

600mm(w) Generic Panel 

stand with a bubble 

header, printed header, 

name or brand cut into 

base, 3x perforated 

panels and a 2MM ABS 

print as per customer's 

request. 

Standard Generic 1.SM 

panel stand includes 2x 

panels, name or brand 

cut into the base, slots 

for shelves and 4x 

adjusters. Additional 

accessories are available. 

Standard Generic Stand 

is manufactured 

according to customer's 

requirements. Includes 

a custom bubble header, 

3x panels, steel sheet side 

panels, name or brand 

cut into the base and 

adjusters. 

Standard Generic panel 

stand with a round 

punched backing. With 

a curved header, red print 

CORREX backing, name 

or brand cut into base, 2x 

perforated panels, 2 shelf 

(adjustable) sliding hook 

bar with double button 

hooks and 4x adjusters. 

Standard Generic 1.SM 

panel stand includes 2x 

panels, name or brand 

cut into the base, a flat 
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print and 6x wire baskets. 

Additional accessories 

are available. 

650mm(W) Generic panel 

stand with a curved 

header & print, name or 

brand cut into base, 3x 

perforated panels, 2x shelf 

(adjustable), sliding hook 

bar with double button 

hooks and 4x adjusters. 

Two sided generic panel 

stand includes a double 

sided bubble header, 

sliding square bar hooks, 

2x perforated sheet panels, 

attachable sides with wire 

plus double sided base 

with casters. 



light weight custom 
built 

durable 



CUSTOM DISPLAY UNIT VARIATIONS 

This powerwing grid stand 

has a custom base and 

2x printed 1 .5mm ABS 

side panels for better 

brand exposure. 

Additional accessories 

are available. 

This Trolley unit consists 

of a solid base with 

brand cut into the base, 

square tubing frames at 

the corners with fixed 

artwork for better 

brand exposure. 

This freestanding unit has 

fixed welded steel shelves 

with interchangeable 

1.5mm printed sided 

panels and header. 

Additional 

accessories are available. 

This double sided wire 

grid stand has three fixed 

wire shelves on both 

sides, square tubing to 

strengthen the stand and 

a sturdy steel base. 

Artwork can easily be 

interchanged for 

promotional purposes 

A combination unit with 

digitally printed vinyl 

laminated onto the unit's 

header itself. 

Additional accessories 

adds three more shelves 

and can be removed 

easily if for promotional 

purposes. 

A simple rotating unit 

that has removable header, 

sixteen, four way facing sheet 

shelves and a lumex front. 
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This unit is very light and 

durable. Can easily be 

moved around in stores 

for better brand exposure. 

This custom unit has 

adjustable welded grid 

shelves, wire basket for 

the base, and both side 

panels and header are easy 

interchangeable 

for promotional purposes. 

Additional 

accessories are available. 

The®tizen 

A wire newspaper stand 

that consists of three 

fixed shelves. 

The interchangeable 

header proves for optimal 

brand exposure. 



CUSTOM DISPLAY UNIT VARIATIONS 

The spine unit carries the 

weight of the shelves with 

a double modular upright 

at the back. 

The unit is intended for 

multiple uses and variety 

of branding options can 

be added. 

This 4-sided freestanding 

unit is used by many 

retailers in the industry. 

Consists of 2 powerwings 

and completed with 3 

bays - a variety of sliding 

hooks and or shelves 

can be added 

A freestanding unit that 

has adjustable shelves, 

interchangeable header, 

shelf talkers and side 

panels. 

Artwork can easily be 

interchanged. 

THEBEAUTY 

This 4-sided bulk unit is 

used by many retailers and 

is a complete merchandised 

island unit. 

Consisting of 2 

powerwings and 4 bays. 

A variety of accessories 

are available. 

This freestanding unit 

consists mostly out of 

sheeting and tubing for 

stronger structural 

purposes. 

Additional 

accessories are available 

This 3-sided bulk unit is 

used by many retailers and 

is a complete merchandised 

island unit. 
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Consisting of 1 

powerwings and 2 bays. 

A variety of accessories 

are available. 

This freestanding unit 

consists mostly out of 

sheeting and tubing for a 

stronger structure, includes 

1 .SMM ABS side panels 

and digital prints for 

better brand exposure. 

Additional 

accessories are available. 

A wire-rotating unit for 

spray paint cans. The 

header is a UV printed 

ABS and a round sheet 

base. 

The unit has a singular 

spindle bearing and low 

center of gravity for easy 

use. 



CUSTOM DISPLAY UNIT VARIATIONS 

This freestanding unit has 

a high durability quality 

and can easily be 

disassemble for portable 

purposes. 

Includes 6 heavy duty wire 

shelves, a loose header 

and a digital print. 

A wire-rotating unit that 

has fixed welded shelves. 

The header is a UV print 

on ABS and vinyl on 

the shelf talkers for 

better brand exposure. 

The unit has a singular 

spindle bearing and low 

center of gravity for easy 

use. 

A standard perforated 

gondola end with 

interchangeable artwork 

as per client's request. 

Additional 

accessories are available. 

A 4-sided bulk unit is used 

by many retailers and is a 

complete merchandised 

island unit. 

Consisting of 4 

powerwings and 4 bays. 

A variety of accessories 

are available. 
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A freestanding unit with 

UV printed header, 

side panels and base. 

Unit has 4 fixed wire 

shelves and base and 

square tubing uprights 

for strong structural 

purposes. 

A special freestanding 

unit as per clients' request. 

Consists out a steel sheet 

header with ABS UV 

print, a square tubing 

body, fixed hooks and 4 

removable shelves. 

A wire-rotating unit that 

has fixed welded steel 

hooks with locking pins. 

The header and base is 

manufactured from a steel 

sheet and the branding is 

vinyl cutouts. 

A sheet metal 3-tier unit 

with digitally printed 

branding panel. The 

branding on this unit is 

static as per client's 

request. 



COUNTER UNIT VARIATIONS 

A 2-tier wire counter unit 

with a digitally printed 
front panel. 

The branding on this unit 

can be fixed on request. 

A 2-tier counter unit and 

UV printed back as per 
clients' request. 

This rotating unit has a 

high durability. The artwork 
is fixed as per client's 

request and can be changed 
for different titles or 

promotions. 

A simple four hook counter 

unit with a row of four 
button hooks. 

The branding on this unit is 
fixed as per clients' request. 

A custom sheet made 

counter unit as per clients' 

request with a promotional 

indent and acrylic UV print. 

Acrylic can be replaced 

for other promotional offers. 

A hexagon shaped rotating 

unit includes 18 hooks a 
removable middle body and 
is designed to carry stock in 

bulk. 
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A sleek perforated counter 

unit with 6 button hooks. 

Can have different branding 

and spec printed on them. 

A standard perforated 

counter unit with 6 peg 

hooks. 

Can have different 
branding and spec 

printed on the unit. 

A 2-tier wire counter unit 

with a digitally printed 
header panel. 

This unit has a high 

durability and is mostly 
used for promotional 

purposes. 

This unit has a high 

durability and is mostly 
used for promotional 

purposes like flyers or 

magazines. 

A sheet metal 2-tier unit with 

digitally printed branding 
panels. The branding on this 

unit is static as per clients' 

request. 



Our cabinet modular unit is versatile and durable to display 

almost any product. It's lockable acrylic doors insure that all your high 

value products and accessories are secure as well as presentable. 

Lighting can also be added to the unit for better brand 

exposure and is available in both clear and perforated panel versions. 

Perforated Back Panel 

Sizes available: 

2000mm (H) x 1000mm (W) x 450mm (D) 

Packaging available: 

Palletwrap 
Bubblewrap 

Colours Available: 

We stock over 20 standard colours. 

SQUARE DUMP BINS WITH WIRE SHELF 

450DBIN800 450 SQ X 800 (H) 
450DBIN900 450 SQ X 900 (H) 
DBHB200 450MM X 200MM HEADER 
DBHBFULL 450MM SQ FULLY BRANDED SET (3MM CORREX PRINT) 
600DBIN800 600 SQ X 800 (H) 
600DBIN900 600 SQ X 900 (H) 

CARDBOARD SQ DUMP BINS 

450CRDB800 FULLY BRANDED SQ DUMP BIN 450MM SQ X 800MM (H) 

ROUND DUMP BINS WITH WIRE SHELF 

600RNDBIN800 600 RND X 800 (H) 
600RNDBIN900 600 RND X 900 (H) 

Colours Available: 

We stock over 20 standard colours. 

Packaging available: 

Palletwrap 
Aerothene 
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*Minimum order quantity of 5 units. 

� 
FOLDS 

FLAT 
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*Minimum order 

quantity of 5 units. 



DUMPBIN UNIT VARIATIONS 

CARDBOARD SQUARE 
DUMPBIN 

450CRDB800 

A bulk dump bin with 

square tubing and wire 

mesh with an additional 

middle body for extra DVDs 

or CDs on promotion. 

SQUARE DUMP BIN 
WITH WIRE SHELF 

600DBIN800 

A square dump bin with a 

wire mesh frame 

and channels for 

interchangeable artwork. 
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SQUARE BULK 
DUMP BIN 

900DBIN 1000 

A bulk dump bin with 

square tubing and wire 

mesh. 

ROUND DUMP BIN 
WITH WIRE SHELF 

600RNDBIN900 

A round dump bin with 

a wire mesh adjustable 

shelf. Printing on this unit 

is optional. 

The stackable basket is a cost effective way to 

display bulk items. Made even more convenient 

by being able to be stacked on top of each other 

for maximum product merchandising and exposure! 

STBASKSQ SQ STACKABLE BASKET 

STBASKSL SLANTED STACKABLE BASKET 

STBASDIV WIRE DIVIDER FOR STACKING BASKET 

STBASKHF ST BASKET HEADER FRAME 

STBASKHFP ST BASKET HEADER FRAME PRINT 

STBASKFP ST BASKET FRONT PLATE 

STBASKFPP ST BASKET FRONT PLATE PRINT 



STACKABLE BASKETS ACCESSORIES 

THE SQUARE STACKABLE WIRE BASKET 
WITH BRANDING. 

STBASKSQ 

SQUARE WIRE DIVIDER FOR 
STACKING BASKET 

STBASDIV 

STANDARD BASKET HEADER FRAME 

STBASKHF 

1 8  

THE SLANTED STACKABLE BASKET 
WITHOUT BRANDING. 

STBASKSL 

SLANTED WIRE DIVIDER FOR 
STACKING BASKET 

STBASDIV 

STANDARD BASKET FRONT PLATE 

STBASKFP 



Perfect for promotions and end 

of range products to name a few, 

we strive to make sure your brand 

is the talk of the store. 

Using the latest printing and CNC cutting 

technology on the market we print and 

cut on anything from a 0.6mm ABS to a 

24mm composite board. 

Easy to assemble instructions are included. 

Call one of our sales consultants to assist 

you with the best possible concept for your 

range of products! 

A B-flute unit for light 

weight and small 

products. Includes plastic 

hooks making it more 

durable and cost 

effective. 

A heavy duty B-flute 

unit with 4 heavy duty 

shelves for products 

big and small. 

Capable of holding 

a massive amount 

of weight. 
19 

*Minimum order quantity of 20 units. 

A standard 450 square 

multi purpose dump bin 

for both products big or 

small, and end of range 

promotions. 

A sturdy POS counter 
unit with an additional 

pamphlet holder. 

Including 7 steel button 

hooks its designed for 

bulk stock. 



A standard minimum print 

450 square multi purpose 

dump bin for both products 

big or small and end of 

range promotions. 

A B-flute unit for light 

weight and small 

products. Includes plastic 

hooks making it more 

durable and cost 

effective. 

A heavy duty B-flute 

unit with 4 heavy duty 

shelves for products 

big and small. 

A heavy duty B-flute 

unit with 4 heavy duty 

shelves for products 

big and small. 

Capable of holding 

a massive amount 

of weight. 

Our Trade Show Concepts typically fit on a 3m x 3m floor space and are 2.4m high. 

They are light weight, made from a high quality 4mm corrugate material and has fully 

UV printed finish with your artwork design. They fold flat for easy transportation and can 

be customised - you can add sections as required, you can also add LED lighting into the 

overhead bulkheads of the system. 

Used together with our Generic Displays, they can be used as a pop-up store. 

Capable of holding 

a massive amount 

of weight. 

i;,f Build From 3m x 3m Base 

i;,5' Easy To Assemble 

i;,5' Lightweight 

0 UV Printed 

0 Can Add Lighting 

RENDERED CONCEPT FINAL PRODUCT 
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS 

GONDOLA CLADDING 

Want to brand your gondolas? We 

can give your product additional 

information to cater to your brand 

specification for better brand 

exposure, finished with a high 

quality print PVC print. 

AMERICA'S#l' 

POS BRANDING 

For a cost effective POS solution 

we can CNC ABS to your product's 

dimensions. Completed with a UV 

print for brand recognition. 
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PERSONALISED MERCHANDSING 

Having a showroom like layout 

in each store is a must for any 

products these days. 

Thats why we also specialize 

in depth in-store solutions. 



Introducing our new patented gondola shelving range: 

Our new versat i le gondola shelving range easily accom modates a variety of products in stores. 

With versatile merchandising in mind, we have one of the most user-friendly systems in the market. 

Easy i nstallation and easy merchandising. 

BASE GONDOLA UNIT PANEL OPTIONS 

AVAILABLE SIZES: 

1 200MM (H) X 9 14MM (W) X S00MM (D) - 450MM BASE SHELF 
1 S00MM (H) X 9 14MM (W) X S00MM (D) - 450MM BASE SHELF 
1 800M M  (H) X 9 1 4M M  (W) X S00MM (D) - 450M M  BASE SH ELF 
2 1 00MM (H) X 9 14MM (W) X S00MM (D) - 450M M  BASE SH ELF 

2400MM (H) X 9 14MM (W) X S00MM (D) - 450MM BASE SHELF 

All bays are available in single and double sided configurations. 
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ACCESSORY OPTIONS 



FLAT SHELF 

'11JWH·JMl·li3:ll, 
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STANDARD 

SINGLE PEG PERFORATED 
BACK HOOK. 

HK4SP1 00 (PERFORATED) 

DOUBLE/BUTTON PERFORATED 
BACK HOOK. 

HK4DB1 00 (PERFORATED) 

OTHER OPTIONS 

SINGLE PEG WIRE 
GRID HOOK 

HK4SP1 00 (WIRE GRID) 

SINGLE PEG PERORATED 
BACK TRACKING HOOK 

HKSSP1 00 (PERFORATED) 

DOUBLE/BUTTON WIRE 
GRID HOOK 

HK4DB100 (WIRE GRID) 

DOUBLE/BUTTON PERFORATED 
BACK TRACKING HOOK 

HKSDB1 00 (PERFORATED) 

*Al l  hooks a re ga lvan ized, powdercoatng on request 
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CONCEPT & DESIGN 

CONCEPT 

Starting off new projects begin 

with creative designs. Our team 

takes key aspects into account 

when working on display stand 

concepts: aesthetics, practically, 

brief requirements and logistics 

to name but a few. 

MANUFACTURING 

Once a prototype has been approved 

we start with manufacturing. We use 

a variety of materials combined 

state-of-the-art technology in our 

manufacturing processes. 

We focus on quality & efficiency. 

Let's build your product. 

DESIGN 

After our concept meeting 

we proceed with the product 

design. Here, the client's input 

is important. What should your 

product display offer? 

DELIVERY 

We are able to deliver nationally 

and internationally for exporting. 

Delivery in greater Gauteng is 

free of charge. If you're situated 

outside this area, one of our 

courier partners will deliver at a 

favourable rate. 
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PROTOTYPING 

A key component in our 

manufacturing. practice is 

prototyping. Our facility is 

capable of rapidly producing a 

working prototype, should it be 

required, for product placement 

or testing within a few days. 

TRACKING 

At Delta Instore we take pride in 

our on time scheduled deliveries, 

even letting you the customer 

know where your products are at 

any given time when on their 

way to your facility. 



PRINTING & PACKAGING 

[ 
-I 

CAPABILITIES PRINTING PACKAGING 

WE DO: 
@ Cutting 
@ Scoring 
0 Bend (Heat Bending) 
@ Cutting 
@ Notching 
0 CNC Routering 
0 Laminating 

WE DO: 

0 Vinyl Printing 
0 UV Printing 

0 Screen Printing 

SUBSTRATES 
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WE DO: 

0 Plastic Wrap 
0 Bubble Wrap 
@ Boxes 

SUBSTRATES WE STOCK:: 

0 0, 9mm - 1 0mm Acrylics 
0 ABS Plastic 
@ PVC 
@ Foam Board 
@Vinyl 
@ Banner 
0 Corrugated Fluting 
@ X  Board 
@ CORREX 



I N S T O R E 

Dynamic Design.  Deta i led Manufacturing.  Diverse Displays. 

Address: 

1 6  Toronto street, Apex, Benon i, Gauteng, South Afri ca 

Phone Number: 
+27 0 1 1 422 1 882 

Email : 

Fax Number: 
086 582 0292 

GENERAL - i nfo@delta i nstore.co.za 

SALES - sa les@delta i nstore.co.za 

Website: 

www.delta i n store.co .za 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION 

AND FUTURE BUSINESS 
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